Grand Campaign – Der Weltkrieg – Centenary Game
GT19: 19-22 October 1914 (October 5)
General Situation
The state of exhaustion which now prevailed among almost all the forces engaged was seen as an
opportunity by those commanders who still had the ambition to gain a decisive victory. Every attack
was motivated by the thought that one further effort would topple the weakened enemy. However
on every front where something was attempted the results were nearly always a disappointment.
Sometimes, it was enemy trenches which stopped the attack. Sometimes it was lack of supply.
Sometimes it was poor execution of the attack. Sometimes it was nothing more than disorganisation
or incompetence. In any event, advances which a few weeks previously had been made easily now
became very difficult and at best slow. The attacks which were now being made were quite isolated
and of local significance at best. The opposing powers were losing the ability to marshal grand
strategic designs.
The Western Front
The 2nd Bavarian Landwehr and 55th Landwehr Brigades were given the honour of reoccupying
Mulhouse for Germany on 19 October 1914. Nobody could pretend the population was wildly
enthusiastic and the event did not yield a morale boost for the Germans. Though short lived, the
French occupation had done damage to the long term prospects of the Reich retaining AlsaceLorraine.

Figure 1: The German 2nd and 3rd Armies outside Paris and across the Marne, 19 - 22 October 1914.

The Germans also suffered further frustration in their efforts to break the flanks of the French
position at Verdun. The French defence of Valmy (5-3.1816) was continued in great spirit with the

French still holding positions on 21 October that the Germans had attacked six days previously and
then had attacked again and again. Another German attack on the Côtes de Meuse (5-3.2116) nearly
shattered the defences of the French 40th and 56th Reserve Division on 20 October. However, the
Germans were not yet used to assaulting trenches and could not get the French out of the most
critical positions. The French then sent the fresh 73rd Reserve Division to relieve the defenders and it
appeared the Germans were blocked from advancing to Verdun from the east for the present.
The Germans were more successful in expanding their bridgehead across the Marne and which they
achieved mainly by manoeuvre rather than frontal assaults. The French were slowly strengthening
their line in this sector thanks to the arrival of replacements and some of the 6th Army which had
been railed to the French fronts east of Paris. The Paris fortifications were a critical part of this
defence and any Parisian taking a train to Tournan or Lagny (5-3.0917) would have disembarked at a
station held by the German 2nd or 14th Reserve Divisions.
The French still expected support from their Allies. The Russian steamroller seemed to have suffered
from a shortage of fuel but the British still had some capability and they were concentrated on a
narrow front. The failure of the first attack on Bethune on 18th October had dampened Sir John
French’s ardour but he could not refuse when the Belgian King offered him the support of the
Belgian 5th Division. This unit had escaped from Antwerp largely intact and was on paper one of the
strongest formations in the whole Allied order of battle at that date. French gave the unit a leading
role in a second strike at Bethune on 22 October. The British attack was effective enough to begin
with but the advance was glacially slow. The Belgians were, however, magnificent. They broke
through a partially completed trench line and smashed the Saxon 53rd Reserve Division before they
had time to man their positions and then inflicted enormous casualties on the Germans who tried to
salvage the affair with their inevitable counter attacks. The Germans expected the British to advance
in mass at any moment and the local commanders authorised some panicky retreats. Sadly the
British never came to the Belgians support. The 5th Division’s success was bought at great cost and
by evening only a third of the assaulting infantry answered to the roll call. Without help, the Belgians
abandoned their most advanced gains. The recriminations in the British camp for failing to take a
splendid opportunity to drive into an undefended Bethune started that evening and have never yet
ceased. Sir John French had to allow the Corps Commander, Smith-Dorrien take the blame. In
fairness, Smith-Dorrien had not been properly briefed on the Belgian’s plans and French’s rigid
insistence on national front line sectors rather impaired the ability of his Army to move as a result of
a foreign initiative. In any event, the Germans who drifted back into Bethune that night found there
were no Allied forces nearby.

Figure 2: The Belgian-British attack of 22 October 1914.

The Eastern Front
The battle zone between the Austrians and Russians on the margins of the Carpathians was mostly
quiet along nearly 380 kilometres of front line. This was only disturbed in the eastern sector where
the Kovess Army continued to probe the positions of the Russian 8th Army near the hill town of
Bolekhow (5-5.3513). This proved the Austrians were not all inert after their summer defeats but the
Russians were not excessively troubled by minor operations of this nature.
The German 9th Army was steadily closing on Lodz. The Russian 10th Army was still falling back at was
ordered to retreat east of the city. The arrival of a Siberian Corps as reinforcement of the Russians in
Central Poland nevertheless meant that the German advantage in strength was diminishing.
North of Warsaw, the German 8th Army was causing the Russian 2nd Army considerable difficulty. The
pressure was on both flanks. The German 17th Reserve Division was successful in clearing the Russian
1st Division out of the marshes around Myschynicz (4-5.2013) on 19 October. This forced back the
Russian right towards the fortresses at Ostrolenka and Roshan. The left flank of the 2nd Army was
meanwhile endangered by light German forces consisting of Landwehr supported by cavalry which
might at any time break into the Russian rear. To deal with this Samsonov pulled back his main front
more than 30 kilometres and detached four Infantry Divisions and a Rifle Brigade to attack the
Germans west of the Wkra River. They found the 6th Landwehr Brigade near Drobin on 22 October
and attacked out of autumn mists. The Landwehr had to retreat quickly to save their unit from
destruction by superior numbers.
There was something of a balance between the two sides on the North West Front. Rennenkampf’s
1st Army was no longer active in offensive operations and had entrenched a large section of its front.
The Germans had strengthened their positions in that area but had not yet made any serious effort
to dislodge the Russians from their most eastern territories.

Figure 3: Operations on the Russian 2nd Army Front, 18 - 22 October 1914.

Serbia
The Austro-Hungarians had now returned to North Western Serbia in some strength. The Serbians
were too busy improving their defences on the Kolubara River to be disturbed by this invasion and in
some areas a wide no man’s land 20 kilometres wide separated the two sides.
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East: More nibbling away by both the German 8th and 9th armies as they converge on
Lodz and attempt to drive the Russian 2nd Army away from the lakes area again and
back towards Warsaw.
Galicia: Another attack on the left flank of the Russian 8th Army by the Kovess Group.
To the west of the AH line, the 1st Army is growing in strength and strongly supporting
the German 9th Army’s right flank.
Serbia: A lot of lateral manoeuvre but nothing of significance.
West: Having held firm against the British offensive on Bethune, I reinforce my line in
the area around Lille. Further along the line I expand the bridgehead across the
Marne and move more divisions towards Paris. I now have a very long frontline, but it
is equally long for the TE and their losses have been more severe. There is very
limited opportunity for attack by both sides. I make two to the SW and SE of Verdun
to further move towards isolating the fort.

AP: This is the first turn during which I have felt I was restoring a measure of control to the situation
on the Western Front. The two German failures at Valmy (5-3.1816) have been particularly
important. Even if I eventually lose this hex and others, I have still bought some time.
I do not mind giving up Mulhouse so much. It is more mouths for the Germans to feed. That is not the
whole story. I did try and hang on to it for three rounds of combat at Thann (5-3.2822) earlier this
month.
The British-Belgian attack had the desired result of preventing the Germans completing an
entrenchment and encouraging them to run down their supplies. This should mean next turn I will
face few attacks. The failure to advance after combat was unavoidable after I chose to commit the
Belgians. They had to take losses because they were the only full strength unit involved. This means
they have to join advance after combat. They could not do this because of Entente Front Line
restrictions. This rule was implicated in the loss of Lille, now it prevented recapture of Bethune.
I have reinforcements now arriving on the Eastern Front. Once my defence has firmed up I may be
able to create an offensive concentration somewhere and generally raise the stakes so that the
current German forces will not be able to contain me or push me back any further.
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